a) Signed a paper with Pope Pius III
   i) Said that the Church can’t have political power
   ii) Gave Nap. the support of the Church

4) Created a law code
   a) Created the Napoleonic code: a comprehensive system of laws
   b) Limited liberty, freedom of speech, and freedom of press
   c) Brought back slavery

Napoleon becomes Emperor:
- Napoleon decides he wants to become emperor
  - Voters supported him
  - December 2, 1804, Napoleon crowns himself emperor

Okay b4 you read the notes for this part, let me explain shwaya...so basically Napoleon had this island called haiti (aka saint domingo) where they grew sugar, they used the whole land to grow sugar that there was no part to grow their own food, so Napoleon sent them food from his other colony (Louisiana)
- Revolution ideas reach the island of Saint Domingue (aka Haiti aka 7ayati)
  - Demanded freedom
  - War happened, Toussant L’Ouverture helped lead the Africans to victory, they became independent
- Napoleon tried to take it back, it failed
- He offered to sell the Louisiana Territory to the US (okay so since he lost Haiti, he didn’t need to send them food anymore which means he doesn’t need Louisiana anymore, so he decided to sell it to get $$ bc he was getting broke)
  - Sold it to President Jefferson for $15 million

Battle of Trafalgar:
- This is the only battle Nap. lost
- British commander Horatio Nelson was really good at fighting wars in the sea
  - Destroyed the French ships
- Two results:
  1) Ensured that the British navy is stronger
  2) Forced Napoleon to give up plans of invading Britain

Napoleon’s allies:
- Many “independent” countries were under Napoleon’s control (ya3ny they were “independent” bas kan 3inda was6a with their kings fa kanaw yismi3un wtv he said, so basically they kind of belonged to him)